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US rejection of Moscow’s offer for peace talks Is utterly Inexcusable - article by Caitlin Johnson


Thu, 2022-10-13 09:02 by admin 



It is absolutely pants-on-head gibbering insanity that these direct negotiations are not already presently underway. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Tuesday that Moscow was open to talks with the the US or with Turkey on ending the war in Ukraine, claiming that US officials are lying when they say Russia has been refusing peace talks.
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	Read more about US rejection of Moscow’s offer for peace talks Is utterly Inexcusable - article by Caitlin Johnson

 



Biden's Ukraine Scandal - A Syrian Girl Partisan video


Thu, 2022-10-13 00:01 by admin 
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	Read more about Biden's Ukraine Scandal - A Syrian Girl Partisan video

 



Europe engulfed in deeper crisis as new waves of protests unfold over rising energy cost, inflation


Tue, 2022-10-11 21:49 by admin 



New waves of protests against rising living costs amid an escalating energy crisis have hit Europe in recent days, as many people were angry about their governments waging war on their own people by following the US in sanctioning Russia over the Ukraine crisis. 

Over the weekend, protests filled the streets of Paris, Berlin and Prague with some shouting out "leave NATO" or "Our country first", according to media reports, which analysts said hinted at a deeper crisis that Europe is now facing.   
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	Read more about Europe engulfed in deeper crisis as new waves of protests unfold over rising energy cost, inflation

 



Australian Peace Movement says NO to sending ADF to Ukraine


Tue, 2022-10-11 17:25 by admin 



IPAN calls on the Australian Government to reach out to the United Nations and to Ukraine and Russian leadership and call for an immediate ceasefire and a negotiated settlement of the conflict. Recent statements from Defence Minister Richard Marles echo knee jerk response from then Prime Minister John Howard after 9/11 leading us into the horrific no exit 20-year war in Afghanistan.
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Human Chain for Assange Melbourne Australia 8 October 2022


Sat, 2022-10-08 18:44 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]The Human Chain for Assange was attended by more people than we have seen at any Free Assange demonstration in Australia to date.  SBS says, "Thousands," Victoria Police estimate 3000.
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How we can make our government act to free Julian Assange


Sat, 2022-10-08 04:50 by admin 



[image: alt]One fact, apparently not properly appreciated amongst the vast popular movement in support of Julian Assange, both in Australia and overseas, is that, in spite of the fact that the Government of Prime Minister Anthony Albanese could make the British Government release Julian Assange today, it has chosen not to.
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New research applies novel microscope to 'older Australians' and ageism


Fri, 2022-10-07 20:51 by admin 



EveryAGE Counts: Seven in ten older Australians believe 'ageism against older people is a serious problem,’ but those in their 50s and 60s are significantly more likely to hold this view than those in their 80s and 90s, according to landmark new national polling commissioned for the nation's second Ageism Awareness Day today (Oct 7).

The research also finds a strong majority of older Australians want the government to invest in a national awareness campaign about ageism and its effects. 
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	Read more about New research applies novel microscope to 'older Australians' and ageism

 



Rights of Older Persons Australia - New network calls on Australian Government to stand up for rights of older people on world stage


Tue, 2022-10-04 20:52 by admin 



[image: alt]A new network has been launched calling on the Australian Government to support a UN Convention on the Human Rights of Older Persons.
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	Read more about Rights of Older Persons Australia - New network calls on Australian Government to stand up for rights of older people on world stage

 



Who destroyed the Nordstream pipelines?


Mon, 2022-10-03 16:23 by Greg Wood 
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Breaking news on Nordstream damage!


Mon, 2022-10-03 15:32 by Greg Wood 



[image: alt]
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Planning Democracy Pre-Election Forum 8 October 2022


Fri, 2022-09-30 15:46 by Kelvin Thomson 



[image: alt]Planning Democracy will be holding a Pre-Election Forum for community groups on Saturday 8 October 2pm at the Ashburton Library, 154 High Street Ashburton. Full details are in the attached leaflet. Please feel free to forward the leaflet to your friends, family, and networks, and I hope to see you there.
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Debate and Division of Votes on Frank Pangello's motion to Free Assange (South Australia 28 Sep 2022)


Fri, 2022-09-30 10:35 by Sheila Newman 



Video of debate facebook[image: alt] All Labor and Liberal members voted down this simple but inspiring and compassionate motion. It was like watching people walk past a person trying to help someone bleeding on the road after a traffic accident, saying that maybe the bleeding had gone on 'long enough' but it wasn't up to them to help.
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	Read more about Debate and Division of Votes on Frank Pangello's motion to Free Assange (South Australia 28 Sep 2022)

 



Nordstream pipeline sabotage - who stood to gain? Censorship and Mass media reporting


Thu, 2022-09-29 11:36 by Sheila Newman 



Yesterday I became aware of the terrifying circumstance where the Nordstream1 and Nordstream2 pipelines have been sabotaged by huge explosions, soon after the time when US helicopters were reportedly in the area.[1]
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	Read more about Nordstream pipeline sabotage - who stood to gain? Censorship and Mass media reporting

 



VCCI lobby's aims predictably undermine democracy, engineer dystopia


Wed, 2022-09-28 22:20 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]Entitled, "Growing Regional Victoria," the Victorian Chamber of Commerce and Industry is pushing yet more growth in infrastructure and housing on regional Victoria, with the accompanying short-term jobs and destruction of environment, space, and biodiversity.  Anyone travelling through regional Victoria (and almost any Australian state) will notice the drab housing estates with their ever meaner lots and devegetated surrounds, wedging miscellaneous drifts of precarious humans desperate for accommodation
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Video: Analysis of Western media focus on anti-hijab riots in Iran


Wed, 2022-09-28 21:13 by admin 



[image: alt]Kevork Almassian does not agree with laws forcing women to cover their heads, in Iran, Saudi Arabia, or anywhere else. He thinks Iran should not have these laws, but he thinks that western media publicity for these protests is done because they don't like Iranian foreign policy, not because they care about women's rights. And we should think of why that is.
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	Read more about Video: Analysis of Western media focus on anti-hijab riots in Iran

 



Tucker Carlson reminds us that Biden and Nuland implied will to destroy Nordstream2


Wed, 2022-09-28 19:12 by admin 



On his 27 September 22, program, Tucker also points out that a new pipeline from Norway has just opened as Nordstream 1 and 2 have been sabotaged. The US elites seem to be utterly sociopathic.This important document on youtube video has predictably since been replaced by a Hindi cartoon, but fortunately rumble.com is now carrying a copy, which underlines, again, the importance of the internet diversifying from youtube, and facebook etc. If you have problems viewing this, due to censorship, use TOR browser.
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	Read more about Tucker Carlson reminds us that Biden and Nuland implied will to destroy Nordstream2
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Big Response to Petition Calling For Change: No Nuclear-Subs. End U.S. Dominance. Healthcare not Warfare.


Wed, 2022-09-28 18:47 by admin 



[image: alt]Community opposition to the secret deal of AUKUS, dropped on the Australian people one year ago, is evidenced by this petition being tabled today in the Senate by Senator Jordon Steele-John signed by almost 27,000 Australians.

Opposition to AUKUS is also evidenced by the public statement signed by over 1000 people, advertised over the past week in The Saturday Paper and The Weekend Australian.
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	Read more about Big Response to Petition Calling For Change: No Nuclear-Subs. End U.S. Dominance. Healthcare not Warfare.

 



Informed discussion on diabolical Nordstream2 sabotage & European politics


Wed, 2022-09-28 14:24 by admin 



 



 

If your browser blockes this video, try using TOR Browser.
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	Read more about Informed discussion on diabolical Nordstream2 sabotage & European politics

 



Pro-population increase advocates blind to sustainability crisis - By Stephen Williams


Wed, 2022-09-28 09:06 by admin 



[image: alt]Any new inquiry into Australia’s migration program needs to assess the full costs and benefits of population growth, especially the costs to our environment and the risks of collapse. I wish I had a dollar for every pro-population-increase article I have read that begins by telling the reader that Australia is a nation of immigrants, with some 25% born overseas and about 50% with at least one parent born overseas.
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Australian Gov corruption and war: Interview with John Shipton and ADF whistle-blower, lawyer David McBride


Tue, 2022-09-27 15:00 by admin 



[image: alt]This interview actually gets to the nub of why Julian Assange (and David McBride) are being persecuted and why most Australians and the mainstream press have almost no idea of what is going on. McBride , who is a professional soldier and lawyer, and served in Afghanistan, lends credibility to John Shipton's explosive analysis.
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	Read more about Australian Gov corruption and war: Interview with John Shipton and ADF whistle-blower, lawyer David McBride

 



Your ABC lies, dismissing as 'shams' the referenda of residents of the East of Ukraine to join Russia


Tue, 2022-09-27 00:29 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt]Update, 28 Sep: More lies from your ABC. The title of an ABC story, published on 25 S
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South Australia's Parliament debated Julian Assange's plight in September - Why won't Canberra?


Mon, 2022-09-26 05:18 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt] Title was South Australia's Parliament to debate Julian Assange's plight this coming Wednesday - Why won't Canberra? Update, Sun 6 Nov 2022: Parliament will be sitting Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday this coming week.
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	Read more about South Australia's Parliament debated Julian Assange's plight in September - Why won't Canberra?
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Video and transcript: Lorine Anita Brice speaking at Friday Night Assange Vigil Flinders St Station 16 Sep 2022


Sun, 2022-09-25 20:20 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]This clear and passionate speech goes to the heart of why it is so vital that we all - especially PM Albanese - stand up for Julian Assange.  If we want to be free, we need to free Assange. Lorine (or Anita) is the effective convenor of the Friday Night Flinders St Station Vigil for Julian Assange. She has been doing this for years now, in all weather, and has built up a regular crew of speakers and poster-bearers. She is a real Australian hero.
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	Read more about Video and transcript: Lorine Anita Brice speaking at Friday Night Assange Vigil Flinders St Station 16 Sep 2022

 



This coming Wednesday: South Australian Parliament to vote on motion for Julian Assange


Fri, 2022-09-23 23:40 by James Sinnamon 



[image: alt] 12pm Wednesday 27 September Frank Pangallo MLC will put a motion for Julian Assange (or see 
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Tucker Carlson calls out Biden, Blinken, and Zelensky on upping nuclear threat


Fri, 2022-09-23 22:35 by admin 



 



https://rumble.com/embed/v1imdwt/?pub=10ptsz 
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	Read more about Tucker Carlson calls out Biden, Blinken, and Zelensky on upping nuclear threat

 



IPAN Urges Australian Government to call for a Ceasefire in Ukraine


Fri, 2022-09-23 19:26 by admin 



[image: alt]A ceasefire is critical to avert the possible use of nuclear weapons and an escalation of the war. A ceasefire will enable negotiations for a security solution, to address the needs of all parties. A ceasefire will help provide a pathway to peace for the people of the region
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	Read more about IPAN Urges Australian Government to call for a Ceasefire in Ukraine

 



Cartoon: Respect for tradition


Mon, 2022-09-19 17:21 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt]
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Melbourne protestors: Parliamentary sitting, which commences Friday, must discuss Julian Assange


Mon, 2022-09-19 16:31 by Sheila Newman 



[image: alt] At a protest for Julian Assange, which commenced outside the Victorian State Library at 12:00pm on Sunday 28 September, protestors demanded that the Australian government use the power vested in it as a sovereign national government to make British Prime Minister Liz Truss end the illegal imprisonment and torture of Julian Assange.
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	Read more about Melbourne protestors: Parliamentary sitting, which commences Friday, must discuss Julian Assange
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The Defence Strategic Review – We are becoming a proxy or is it a patsy for the US in a possible conflict with China - article by John Menadue


Fri, 2022-09-16 19:26 by admin 



[image: alt]This article elaborates 8 reasons why Australia should not hitch its wagon to the US war-machine.  The author, John Menadue, has a multi-author website called Pearls and Irritations, which contains many excellent articles on public policy. Menadue has a long political history and was private secretary to Whitlam.

The Defence Strategic Review must warn Minister Marles about the dangerous path he is committing Australia to. Does he understand the risks?
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	Read more about The Defence Strategic Review – We are becoming a proxy or is it a patsy for the US in a possible conflict with China - article by John Menadue

 



NSW Electrician licences cancelled for false certification of work


Fri, 2022-09-16 19:18 by admin 



[image: alt]Seven electricians had their contractor licences revoked by NSW Fair Trading after investigations found they signed and submitted compliance certificates (CCEWs) for solar panel installations despite not having carried out, supervised, or inspected the installations themselves. Six of the electricians were either overseas or interstate on the dates listed on the certificates. The seventh contractor was in Sydney instead of at the job sites in regional New South Wales.
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